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Jatco Green Farm 2nd factory
place start

RANKING
Increased personnel and scale of production! The lettuce factory, which boasts safe and 

reliable quality, is powered up! 1 celebration, 20th anniversary
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JATCO Green Farm featured in the December 2021 issue of My JATCO (hereinafter referred to as

JGF) has evolved! In this issue, we once again visited JGF, which has newly launched its second factory.

What is the whole picture of the second factory?

2 Introduction of new officers

Part 2~
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*Finally, you can also watch a video of the JGF No. 2 factory production and shipment ceremony (5 minutes). 3 Introduction of new officers

Part 1~

2023.06.06 | Featured

→ If you don't know about JGF, please read the previous feature article first.

Young company of JATCO

Kids are very active!
engineer 2022

Four
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Lettuce at JATCO?
farm story
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Interview with Mr. Huang, JEPS Management Department
INFORMATION

Jatco Green Farm (JGF)

Huang: JGF is a place where various people, including seniors, women who work while raising children, and people with disabilities,

provide a safe, secure and rewarding work environment;

Hydroponic vegetables in operation with the aim of contributing to carbon neutrality

Factory. A year and a half after starting the first factory, we have established the second JGF factory.
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rice field.

Appearance of JGF

Who is picking up trash?
Cultivation room of JGF 2nd factory

Bok Choy is growing quickly

Naming "Left Fuji Factory" Significant power up!

Huang: We unveiled the name of the plant at the JGF No. 2 Plant production start ceremony held at the end of April.

Its name is "Left Fuji Factory". The reason for the name is that JATCO's left Fuji dormitory is right behind it.

That's why.

With the completion of the Left Fuji Plant, the vegetable cultivation area has doubled and the production volume has tripled!

Expand the number of vegetables to be cultivated to 8 types, including those under trial production. Eventually, 12 kinds of trees will grow.

Aiming for cultivation, I am struggling every day. New members joined last year, and the team's strength has improved.

I worked up.

Named Left Fuji Factory. Mr. Huang of JEPS Management Department
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There are currently 8 types of vegetables produced at JGF!

In the photo, we introduce 3 types of prototypes.

JGF production member interview

We interviewed members who actually grow vegetables.

Mr. Ito joined last year

Abilympics * Woodworking category 2021

Shizuoka Prefectural Tournament Champion. owner of skill

We carefully wash the lettuce to be shipped.

Q: What kind of changes have you seen since the Hidafuji Factory was established?

Ito: Compared to the days when we only shipped products for cafeterias, we now need to individually wrap products for employee sales.

The number of work processes increased and the number of shipments increased, so I became busy.

Q: What kind of work do you like?

Ito: I like planting seeds. Swiss chard seeds look exactly the same

However, since each grows with a different leaf color, it is important to know what color it will be before germination.

I wonder if it will work?" I'm enjoying it while imagining Radish seeds are also very small.
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It's difficult to pick just one grain with tweezers, so you need to concentrate.

is also fun.

Q: What are your favorite vegetables?

Ito: I like ice plants. I like the freshness and the indescribable texture

I'm here. I'm still making a prototype, but I'll do my best so that everyone can eat it!

As expected of Mr. Ito, who is dexterous with his hands. I will be able to apply what I have learned at the training school to the workplace.

I'm letting you. The bursting smile was also very nice.

Mr. Watanabe, a longtime member of the JGF since its establishment

Second appearance on My JATCO.

I am used to being interviewed.
Harvesting lettuce!

Q: What kind of changes have you seen since the start of the Left Fuji Factory?

Watanabe: The amount of work has increased because the cultivation area has increased and the yield has also increased.

I also have more work to do.

I heard that the number of vegetables to be cultivated will be increased to 12. I'm getting busier from now on

I think it would be nice to have more friends.

Q: How did your family react to working at JGF?
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Watanabe: It makes me happy to see my mother happy when I bring home vegetables that I have grown myself.

It's good.

The shy smile she sometimes showed was Good

Mr. Mochizuki, JEPS Management Department

Q: As a supervisor, how do you see Mr. Ito and Mr. Watanabe?

Mr. Mochizuki: Since I started working with Mr. Ito and Mr. Watanabe, I have had a disability.

I spent a year learning how to deal with people. Look at their expressions when they go to work every morning,

Communicate well by talking more and making jokes during work

I'm trying Everyone is good at and can do different things, but each other

We support each other so that we can work together. Mr. Ito and Mr. Watanabe

It's an interesting relationship with completely different personalities.

Q: Please tell us about your future goals.

Creating a lively and fun workplace where people with disabilities play a leading role!

Finally, from Mr. Huang, the driving force of JGF

"If you give up, the game is over"
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There are many hardships, but JATCO employees, family members, friends and acquaintances say to me,

Thank you."

In the future, we will continue to provide vegetables that we are proud of to more employees and their families.

JGF Left Fuji Factory Opening Ceremony ~5 minutes~

At the end of April, right before the Golden Week holidays, a production start ceremony was held at the Left Fuji Plant. Cultivation

You can enjoy the room tour, the officers packing the lettuce, and the unveiling ceremony.

increase.

It's a fun video, such as the executives struggling to pack lettuce.

Please take a look.

JATCO GREEN FARM No. 2 Factory Shipment Commencement Ceremony

Related article
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